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Let D = G/V be a flag domain and let E, + D he a nondegenerate homogeneous 
vector bundle over D induced by an irreducible representation K of V. If f c G is a 
lattice we prove that the L2 - r-automorphic cohomology of D with coefficients in 
E, is finite dimensional. In particular we establish finiteness of f-automorphic 
cohomology of the period matrix domain D= S0,(2n, 1)/l/(n). The finiteness 
question, which heretofore has been open, is posed by Wells and Wolf in (Ann. o/ 
Math. 105 (1977), 397448). ( 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Cc be a connected complex semisimple Lie group, let P c G’ be a 
parabolic subgroup, and let X= G”/P be the corresponding complex flag 
manifold. We fix a connected noncompact real form G of Cc and assume 
once and for all that G n P is compact. Then G n P is contained in a uni- 
que maximal compact subgroup K of G. Moreover the real orbit G. 0 c X 
of 0 = 1 P is open so that the quotient D = G/V carries a G-invariant com- 
plex structure, where V is the isotropy G n P = K I-I P. D is a flag domain, 
i.e., an open real orbit with compact isotropy in a complex flag manifold. 
These domains, which include the bounded symmetric domains and the 
classifying spaces for polarized Hodge structures, in particular, have been 
subject to careful study by Griffiths and Schmid [2, 3,4] and by Wolf 
[ 161. Given an irreducible representation z of V, the corresponding 
induced homogeneous vector bundle E, over D always has a G-invariant 
holomorphic structure. However, E, may have no holomorphic sections for 
most rr, unless V = K, i.e., unless D is a bounded symmetric domain. In par- 
ticular if f c G is a discrete subgroup, the space of r-invariant 
holomorphic sections of E, (i.e., the corresponding automorphic forms) 
may vanish so one must look to “higher cohomology” for possible non- 
vanishing. More precisely, suppose E, is nondegenerate in the sense of 
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Definition 2.10. If H*(D, &E,) denotes the cohomology of the structure 
sheaf b’E, of germs of local holomorphic sections of E, then Schmid has 
shown that Hq(D, LrlE,) = 0 for q # s =def the complex dimension of K/V, a 
maximal compact subvariety of D, and that H”(D, QE,) is an infinite 
dimensional Frtchet space on which G acts continuously; see [9, 141. The 
space of automorphic cohomology of D is defined by Griffiths to be the sub- 
space H”(D, CC’E,)r of r-invariant cohomology classes in H”(D, OE,). This 
is the natural extension, to flag domains, of the notion of automorphy. In 
the particular case when D is a bounded symmetric domain (here we might 
choose E, to be a high power of the canonical line bundle) we must have 
s = 0 since D is then Stein. 
It has been largely unknown whether the space of automorphic 
cohomology is finite dimensional. This is one of three questions raised in 
[ 143. The purpose of this paper is to establish finiteness if at least (i) the 
imposed growth condition at infinity is square integrability and (ii) G/T 
has a finite invariant volume. Our main theorem is Theorem 2.20. Our 
method is to simply reduce the question of finiteness to the question of the 
finiteness of the kernel of Schmid’s differential operator. For this we 
observe that the nondegeneracy of E, implies ellipticity of the latter 
operator and hence, given the representation theorem of Wells and Wolf in 
Section 4 of [ 133, we can apply a recent regularity result of Moscovici 
[7, 151 (assuming (i)) to obtain the desired finiteness when r is torsion 
free. The latter restriction on f can be removed since r contains a normal 
torsion free subgroup of finite index. 
2 
The subgroup V, whose rank is that of G, contains a Cartan subgroup H 
of G. Let g, k, u, h denote the complexifications of the Lie algebras 
g,, k,, uO, h, of G, K, V, H, respectively, and let p denote the com- 
plexification of the ortho-complement p0 of k, with respect to the Killing 
form ( , ), where g,=k,+ p0 is a Cartan decomposition of g,. We will 
denote the Lie algebra of P by p. If A denotes the set of nonzero roots of 
(g, h) we will choose a system of positive roots A + c A such that 
p 3 the Bore1 subalgebra b = h + 1 g _ I, (2.1) 
asA+ 
where ga is the root space of fl E A. Then p has a Levi decomposition 
p=u@n, o=h+ 1 g,, 
USA, (2.2) 
n= c g a = the unipotent radical of p, 
ztA+ A, 
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where A, is the set of roots of (u, h) and A, c Ak =def the set of compact 
roots. Let A, = the set of noncompact roots, A: = A+ n A,, A,f = Ai n A,,, 
26= (A+), 26/,= (A:), and 26,= (A,+) where we write (Q)=c,,,cl 
for QcA. 
The differentials of characters of H form a lattice 9 isomorphic with the 
character group of H. 3 is contained in the real subspace h: of the dual 
space h* of linear functionals with real-valued restriction to J-r h,. Now 
let C+ c A be an arbitrary system of positive roots (the system of positive 
roots A + chosen above is still fixed) and put 
Y(C+)={~E~I(~,C+~A~)~O}. (2.3) 
Then if A E 6p(C’) there is an irreducible K module V, with C+ n A, 
highest weight 1. Also there is a K-invariant decomposition 
V;,@p=Vf@V,, (2.4) 
where V,: is a multiplicity free sum of irreducible K modules with 
C+ n Ak+ -highest weights 1 f/J, fl~.Z+ n A,,. Let En, E, denote the C” 
homogeneous vector bundles over G/K induced by the K modules V,, V,:. 
If their C” sections are identified with the K-invariants in P(G)@ V,, 
C”(G)@ Vi, respectively, and if {xiji is a basis of p such that (xi, x,) = 6,j 
then the map f + C, q(x,f@ x,), where q is the projection of V, @ p onto 
V,: defined by (2.4) and f~ T”E, is a C” section of Vj, @ p onto VT 
defined by (2.4) and f E FE, is a C” section of E,, defines a first order G 
invariant differential operator 9: FE, + FE,: on G/K. 9 depends on 
the choice of positive system C+, but not on the orthonormal basis {xi}, of 
p. Schmid has shown in [lo] that 
THEOREM 2.5. If 2 E 9(C+) satisfies ,I - (Z’ n A,,) E L!‘(L”) then 9 is 
elliptic. That is, the symbol map on fibers is injective. 
For our purposes C+ will be chosen as follows. Let W, W, denote the 
Weyl groups of (g, h), (k, h), respectively. We regard W, as the subgroup 
of W generated by compact root reflections. Let ICE W, be the unique 
element such that 
uA+=-A+ 
k k (2.6) 
and choose C+ = -KAY =A: u -KA,+. Then 21f nA,=A:, ,Z+ nA,= 
-K-AT, and 
2(x+)= {I-E-Y 1 (&cr)>OforeveryccinA:) (2.7) 
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in (2.3). Let U,. be an irredicible K module with AZ-lowest weight V; i.e., C’, 
has A;-highest weight XVE 9,(X’ ). From (2.4) we have the K-invariant 
decomposition 
u,Op=U;OU,. . (2.8) 
where U,+ is a multiplicity free sum of irreducible K modules with A:- 
lowest weights K(KV + /I), j E -“AZ; i.e., the AC-lowest weights occurring 
in U,? are of the form v T CC, cx E A,:. Theorem 2.5 can therefore be rephrased 
as 
THEOREM 2.9. [f U,, is un irreducible K module with A:-lowest weight v 
then Schmid’s dlxferential operator 9: r” E,, + FE,, is elliptic (f 
(1~ + 26,,, x) < 0,for every cx E A:. Here E,., E,, are the homogeneous C” vec- 
tor bundles over G/K induced by the K modules U,., U,, , respectiveI)!, where 
in (2.8) U,: is generated by irreducible K modules with AC-lowest weights qf 
the ,form v + cx, CI E A,:. The positive system - KA ’ is used to construct 2’. 
We consider now an irreducible representation zj. of V with 
A+ n A,. =def A:-highest weight J”; see (2.2). Let E,, be the corresponding 
homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle over D as in Section 1. E,, is 
nondegenerate if 1, satisfies 
(i+S,+ (Q>,ct,>O forallaEA: (2.10) 
and 
(i+s,+<Q),~)<o forallccEA: -A,t: 
where Q c A,+ is arbitrary. 
Now K acts transitively on the flag manifold p/K’ n P where K’ is the 
complexification of K, and since K n P = V, K/V can be identified with 
P/P n P.Y =der K/V is then a complex manifold and we may denote the 
homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle over K/V induced by n, also by 
E,, The cohomology groups HY( Y, OE,;) have a K module structure given 
by the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem [S]: If il+6, is A,-regular (i.e., 
(,I + S,, cz) # 0 for every tl in Ak) and w, E W, is the unique element such 
that (w,(n+~?,),A,f)>O, then for qO=l{C(EAk+ / (i+6,,cc)<O}I, where 
1st denotes the cadinality of a set S, Hyo( Y, OE,,) is an irreducible K 
module with AC-highest weight u’, (2 + 6,) - 6,. For q # q0 the cohomology 
vanishes; it also vanishes for all q if (2 + 6,) CC) = 0 for some c( E A,. If i 
satisfies (2.10) then taking Q = ~,5 we see that q0 = I A: - A,? / = 
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dim, Y =def s. That is, if E,, is nondegenerate and w E W, is the unique 
element such that 
(w(A+ak),Co<O for every c( in A; (2.11) 
then w = KW, (see (2.6)) and H’( Y, OE,,,) is an irreducible K module with 
AZ-lowest weight v = w(n + 6,) + 6,. Let E, be the homogeneous vector 
bundle over G/K induced by the K module H”( Y, BE,,) and let 
9: F-E,. + r”E;- be Schmid’s differential operator, as above. The follow- 
ing result, due essentially to Schmid [9], is established in [13]; see 
Theorem 4.4.5 there. 
THEOREM 2.12. If E,, + D is nondegenerate, then there is a G- 
equivariant FrPchet isomorphism of H”(D, OE,,) onto the kernel of 9. 
In particular if f is a discrete subgroup of G the automorphic 
cohomology of D is given by 
COROLLARY 2.13. H”( D, COE,,)“= the r-invariant C” sections s of E,, 
such that 4ns = 0, for E,, nondegenerate. 
If moreover f acts freely on G/K then f\G/K is a manifold and 
T\E,, + T\G/K is a C” vector bundle whose sections are the f-invariant 
sections of E,,. Also 9 is the lift of a first order differential operator 
gr: P(f \E,) + f”(f\E,:) on T\GJK. 
COROLLARY 2.14. If E,, is nondegenerate and l-c G is a discrete sub- 
group which acts freely on G/K, then H”(D, OE,Jr is isomorphic to the ker- 
nel of ~,:r7C(r\Ey)~rZ(r\E,~). Here v=w(A+6,)+6, is the A:- 
lowest weight of the irreducible K module H”( Y, OE,;), where w E W, is given 
in (2.1 1 ). Moreover v, w satisfy 
(v+ (Q>,a)<O for cred:, QcAT. 
w E w,. the Weyl group of (v, h), 
(2.15) 
u+Af = -A+ C u ) w(Ak+-A;)=Ak+-A;, wA,f=A,+. 
In particular gr is elliptic, 611 Theorem 2.9. 
Proof: We need only check (2.15). By Proposition 5.13 of [S] there is a 
unique decomposition w ~ ’ = ro of w ~ ‘, where z E W, the Weyl group of 
(v, h) and where 0 satisfies cr( -A+)n A+ c A+ -A,. We claim that 
rA+=“‘A,‘: If creA: and TLXEA;, then by (2.10) and (2.11), 
0&+6,,TG)=(W(~+&),WT+-WTE -Ak+; i.e., fs -‘LYE -A; c -A+ =P 
LYEQ(-A+)nA+cA+ - A, which contradicts a E At and proves (i). Next 
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we claim that 0 ‘A: =(‘I) A: : If r Ed,.‘, 7~11 E -A: by (i) and then Cm ‘c( = 
WTZ E A;, again by (2.10) and (2.1 I). On the other hand since 
7~ W,,T(A+ -A,,)= ‘““At-A,.soifcr~Ak+-Ad,;trct~Akf-Adt and(2.10) 
(2.11)*0 ‘r=wrcr~A;; this proves (ii). Since o-‘= WTE W,, 
(T m'=l=>w=~ ‘E W, and u’ satisfies wd~=‘“‘-A:; by (iii) we also 
have IV( A: - ,:)=(“‘A; -A;, WA+ =cvi)A,f. Let QcA,+ and EEA: 
be arbitrary. Then M’ ‘Qc8; and (w(A+dk)+ (Q), c1)= 
(A+d,+w ‘<Q>, w ‘cz) ~0 by (2.1O)(iv) and (v); it follows that 
w(n+s,)+(Q)+6,,a)dO. 
Differential operators on quotient bundles T\E over T\G/K, where E is 
a homogeneous vector bundle over G/K and r, say, is a torsion free dis- 
crete subgroup of G, are locally invariant if they admit a G-invariant lift to 
E. Thus Sr is locally invariant by definition. For such operators we have 
THEOREM 2.16 (Moscovici, Theorem 2.1 of [ 71). Let G, be a connected 
noncompact real semisimple Lie group with finite center, let K,, c G, be a 
maximal compact subgroup, and let r’ c Go be a discrete torsion free sub- 
group such that G,/T’ has a finite invariant volume. Suppose r’ satisfies 
(2.21). Then any locally invariant elliptic dtfferential operator on T’\G,/K, 
has a ,finite-dimensional L2-kernel. 
We can assume that H”( Y, OE,;) is a unitary K module and thus choose 
natural G-invariant Hermitian metrics along the fibers of E,. Using Haar 
meaure on G, the L2-norm l]sll z of a C” section s of E, is well defined and, 
comparing Corollary 2.13, we define for a discrete subgroup r of G the 
L2 - r-automorphic cohomology H;(D, BE,Jr of D by 
H;(D, 6E,,Jr ‘% the r-’ invariant C” sections s of E, such that 
9s = 0 and such that llsll 2 < co. (2.17) 
Here, as usual, the bundle Ezi is nondegenerate. Let 9*: FE; + PE, be 
the formal adjoint of 9, with respect to the above Hermitian metric on E, 
and a similar one on E,:, and let 0,=9;9,-: P(T\Ey)+P(r\Ey). 
Extend 0 r maximally as an operator on the L* sections L*(r\E,) of T\E, 
and define the L2-cohomology group 
H,(T\E,)= {SE L2(T\E,) I Or=0 (2.18) 
in the sense of distributions} = the space of L2-solutions s of 0 rs = 0 when 
r acts freely. 
By Corollary 2.14 0 r is elliptic and hence if r is finitely generated and 
torsion free the Riemannian metric on T\G/K is complete and one can 
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apply the methods of Andreotti and Vesentini [17] (also compare Hotta 
[18, 191) to write 
H;(D, WJ’= H,(r\E,). (2.19) 
If G/T has a finite invariant volume then, as G is connected and semisim- 
ple, r is finitely generated. Moreover we conclude by Theorem 2.16 
(applied to the locally invariant elliptic differential operator q r) and (2.19) 
that H;(D, OEJr is finite dimensional, in the torsion free case. More 
generally we have the following main result. 
THEOREM 2.20. Let E,, --+ D be a nondegenerate homogeneous vector 
bundle over the flag domain D = G/V; see (2.10). Let l-c G be a discrete sub- 
group such that G/T has a finite invariant volume. As in [6] we assume r 
satisfies (2.21); this assumption is met in the arithmetic case. Then the space 
H’,(D, COE,Jr of square-integrable automorphic cohomology (cf. (2.17)) is 
finite dimensional. Here s is the complex dimension of the compact subvariety 
K/V of D where KC G is a maximal compact subgroup. 
Proof Since G is linear rcontains a normal torsion free subgroup P of 
finite index, according to Bore1 [ 11, G/f’ has a finite invariant volume 
since G/T and rjrl have finite invariant volumes. Also r’ satisfies 
Langlands’ condition since r’ has finite index in r. Clearly H;(D, CIE,;)‘c 
H;(D, CoE,,)r. Since r’ is torsion free, H;(D, COE,,,)’ is finite dimensional 
by the remarks following (2.19) (with r’ playing the role of r there), and 
thus Theorem 2.20 follows. 
For the sake of completeness we give a brief formulation of Langlands’ 
technical assumption on r used in the formulation of Theorem 2.20. Here 
Tc G is a lattice; i.e., G/T has a finite invariant volume. Let (Q, S) be a 
split parabolic subgroup of G; i.e., Q c G is a parabolic subgroup, S= MN 
where N is the unipotent radical of Q, and Q = MAN is a Langlands 
decomposition with a split component A. (Q, S) is said to be r-cuspidal if 
every dominant successor (Q’, S’) of (Q, S) satisfies: Tn Q’ c S’, N/N’ n r 
is compact, and S/S’ n r is of finite volume; see page 15 of [6]. If in 
addition S/S n r is compact then (Q, S) is said to be r-percuspidal. Let 
G c.ss denote the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to the compact 
ideals of g,. Thus G,,, is a compact normal subgroup such that G/G,,, has 
no nontrivial compact connected semisimple normal subgroups. Let 2 be 
the center of G. Then one knows that rZGc,,,/ZGc,,, is a lattice in G/ZG,,,. 
Define, following Osborne and Warner [8], E(G, r) to be the set of split 
parabolic subgroups of G obtained by pulling back to G the I’ZG,,,/ZG,,s,- 
percuspidal subgroups of the semisimple Lie group G/ZG,,,. Now E(G, r) 
contains all r-percuspidal parabolic subgroups of G but elements in 
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E(G, I‘) need not be I-percuspidal. Langlands’ basic technical assumption 
on 1; is formulated on page 62 of [S] and is: 
E(G, I‘) is exactly the set of I’-percuspidal parabolic subgroups of G. 
(2.21 ) 
The equivalence of (2.21) with the assumption on p. 16 of [6] is proved in 
[S]. The assumption (2.21) insures the structure of the direct integral 
decomposition of the continuous spectrum of L2(G/T) needed for the proof 
of Theorem 2.16. However, one might compare the remarks in the Appen- 
dix of [S]. We suspect that Theorem 2.20 holds for any lattice r in G; that 
is, assumption (2.21) can be dropped in the formulation of Theorem 2.20. 
3 
As an application of our method we consider the case when D is the 
period matrix domain D = SO,(2n, 1 )/U(n). More generally, the domains 
SO,,(2n, r)/U(n) x SO(r) arise in Griffiths’ work as classifying spaces for 
periods of 2-forms on compact Kahier manifolds [2]. Here 
g = so(2n + 1, C) and one can choose a real basis (E~}~=, of hz such that 
(Co, @j) = 
1 
2(2n - 1) df/3 
A,= (+(a;*~(,) 11 <i<j<n}, A,,={ f~j}~=~; 
K = SU(2n). A choice of positive roots is 
Thus Ak+={c(,-kc~,Ij>i}, A,:={a,};‘=,, S,=C;=,(j-])a,, and 
26, = C;=, clj. The corresponding set 71 of simple roots in A + is given by 
7r= {tl,,q-CI I,...) xn-clnm, }; hence c(, is the unique noncompact simple 
root. Let p be the parabolic subalgebra of g determined by the subset E of 
- 71 wherein - ~1, is deleted; i.e., p is a maximal parabolic subalgebra 
E=(-i,c)-{-a,}, A,.n(-x)=E. (3.1) 
Then by an easy computation 
A,,=t+(cl,--cr,)lj>i)cA, (3.2) 
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and hence 
(3.3) 
A;-A~={~~~+rx~~j>i}, ,A; -A,+/ =s=v. 
By the choice of p, K/V is a compact (irreducible) Hermitian symmetric 
space, namely S0(2n)/U(n), with Pn SU,(2n, I)= U(n). Let R, be the 
Weyl reflection defined by a root ~1. Then for i # j 
(3.4) 








Then by (3.5) and induction on n 
w~I=an-/+l 





‘.. OWZE w,. (3.6) 
for l<l<n (3.7) 
wA + = A + II ‘2 7 w/j’=-A+ 1’ P 3 and w(Akf-Auf)=A;-A;; (3.8) 
see (3.2), (3.3). Now let E,; + D be a non-degenerate homogeneous vector 
bundle over D inuced by an irreducible representation 7~~ of V= U(n) with 
AZ-highest weight ,I = CT= 1 mjctj. Thus since (2, a, - CC,) > 0 for j> i (see 
(3.3)) we must have m,<m,; i.e., m, 6m, d ... 6m,. Also as I is integral, 
2m,, m,*m, are integers for 1 < i<n, j> k. By (2.10) we have, in par- 
ticular, (1+6,, AJ)>O, (1+6,, A: -At)<O. But then by (3.8), 
(w(A+dk), A:)<O; i.e., w in (3.6) satisfies (2.18). Moreover we can check 
(2.15) directly for Q = A,t. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Given that E,, + S0,(2n, 1)/U(n) is nondegenerate, 
the ellipticity condition of Theorem 2.9 automatically follows. 
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Proof: Let z E Al. Then (~(1. + ii,) + 6,, x) 60 (cf. the remark 
following (2.18)) and if c( = E,-CX,E A,lt, j> i, then we note that 
(26,,, a) = 0. Indeed (26,, a) = C;=, ( c(/> “1) - Cal, @,I = tar, @.I) - tai, ai) = 
(1/2(2n - 1)) - (1/2(2n - 1)) = 0. Thus in checking (2.19) we may assume 
a=z,+a,~A; - A:, j > i. Again using 26, = C;=, a,, 6, = I;=, (I - l)cc,, 
and (3.7) we get 
6,+26,= f h,, ;I+s,= 2 (mi+i-l)cli, 
I= I i=l 
w(A+S,)= i (m,+i- l)‘!x,-,+, 
i= I 
=+- w(n. + 6,) + 26, = i (m,_,+ I+ n)a,. (3.10) 
/= 1 
Consider a,, + a, , E A: -A: (see (3.3)). Taking Q=d,’ in (2.10) we 
get (1+6,+26,,cr,+cr,~,)<O; i.e., C;=,(m,+I)(a,,cc,+ol,_,)= 
(m,+n+m,+, +n- 1)/2(2n- l)<O*m,+m, ,+2n-1 ~0, and since 
m, + m,, ~, is an integer we obtain 
m,+m, 1+2n<o. (3.11) 
Then by (3.10), (~(~+6,)+6,+26,,or,+c1~) = C;=, (m,-,+,+n) 
Ca~,aj)+(a,,ai)] = (m,pj+t+n+m,-i+,+n)/2(2n-1)<0 by (3.11) 
smce m,~,+,dm,, and m,+,,,<m,-, for 1 <i<j<n. This proves 
Proposition 3.9. 
From Theorem 2.20 we obtain 
THEOREM 3.12. Let f c G = S0,(2n, 1) be a discrete subgroup such 
that G/T has a finite invariant volume, as in the statement of Theorem 2.20. 
Then for any nondegenerate homogeneous vector bundle E,, over 
D = S0,(2n, 1)/U(n) the automorphic cohomology H”,(D, COE,,) is finite- 
dimensional; here s = n(n - 1)/2, as in (3.3). 
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